Create function: h(t) = 1 2 Backward Euler Equations(z + t∆z) 2 15: Compute α by performing line search on function h with Wolfe conditions See [NW06]. 16:
Algorithm 2 Newton-based solver for asymmetrical systems. ∆z ← − a m a Not appreciably uphill or downhill; gradient direction
Penalty forces
In this section, we present pseudocode for the relaxation procedures, forces, and force derivatives required to implement the penalty forces in that paper. Routines are provided for deformable vs level set (Algorithm 5, denoted DI), deformable vs rigid body (Algorithm 6, denoted RD), rigid body vs rigid body (Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 8, denoted RR), and deformable vs deformable (Algorithm 9, denoted DD). These algorithms rely on helper utilities for differentiating rigid body motion (Algorithm 4) as well as relaxation in a plane (Algorithm 3), or mesh (Algorithm 10, Algorithm 11, and Algorithm 12). The pseudocode aims to strike a balance between completeness, readability, and conciseness. We use bold letters to represent vectors and matrices. Regular letters represent scalars. Note that bold capital letters are used for both vector and matrix quantities. Quantities written as partial derivatives such as ∂K ∂X represent regular variables which store the value of the partial derivative suggested by the name. Although this makes the pseudocode appear more complex and less concise, it makes it immediately clear what many of the quantities being computed represent. As a general rule (but not always), we will assign results to a variable and then return the variable to make it clear what the quantity being returned represents. When we return multiple items (such as a, b, and c), we denote the aggregate using the notation a, b, c ← Function(Y, Z).
We often omit the identity of particles and rigid bodies for clarity. When colliding a particle with a rigid body, for instance, we are dealing with one particle and one rigid body, so this should not lead to confusion. When dealing with two rigid bodies, we give them names the names i and s. Rigid body i is the object, and s is the rigid body with the particle. That is, the level set or surface mesh of body i is colliding with a particle in the surface mesh of body s.
We use standard linear algebra notation except when dealing with rank-3 tensors, in which case we use index notation with summation convention applied; this notation is adopted for individual lines, and this is noted on those lines by a comment. Algorithm 3 Relax a particle against a flat plane.
Sticking friction 4:
return X, 0, I, 0 x ← x n + ∆tv, u ← ∆tω, R ← e u * R n 3:
Tensor index notation 5:
Store: x, R, T 1: procedure Frame Times(body, u)
2:
Lookup R, x, T for rigid body 3: Lookup R, x, T for rigid body 3:
Lookup R, T for rigid body 3:
Each of the 4 relaxation types (DI, RD, RR, and DD) have four routines, named (for example) Precompute DI, Force DI, Force Diff DI, and Force Diff Transpose DI. The precompute routine performs the attachment relaxation. It should be used to update the attachment points before any of the force routines are computed. The three force-related routines are written as though they are writing (or adding) forces to a large force vector f , which is initially zero. The notation f [Z] ← 0 is used to indicate that zero is written to the entries in the large force vector f corresponding to the degrees of freedom of Z. The force diff routine multiplies an input vector δu (same dimensions as f ) by the force derivatives and places the results in f . The notation δu[Z] means take the entries from δu corresponding to the degrees of freedom Z. Since force derivative matrix is not symmetric and we do not construct the matrix explicitly, we also provide a routine to multiply by its transpose.
Finite termination of mesh relaxation
In this section, we show that the mesh relaxation algorithm must terminate after a finite number of steps. The algorithm has 4 cases (1=initial, 2=triangle, 3=edge, 4=point). The initial case is when the attachment starts in a triangle interior; this is the starting case and is never revisited, so we do not consider it further. The cases are associated with a individual primitives of a triangulate surface and an attachment point Y Algorithm 5 Routines for penalty force between a particle and a fixed level set.
1: procedure Project Attachment To Surface(X, φ, exit early)
2:
Compute d, n, H Level set φ along with gradient and Hessian evaluated at X.
3:
if exit early and d > 0 then 4:
return false, ·, · 5:
Store: is active 4:
if is active then Check if intersecting 5: X ← Y; Store: X on the primitive. The attachment point moves in the direction of fastest decrease in distance to Z, so the distance Y − Z decreases whenever the attachment Y moves. We show that the attachment can visit any primitive (vertex, triangle, edge) at most a finite number of times; this guarantees termination. Vertices and case 4. A vertex can be visited in case 4 (vertex case). It can also be visited in case 2 (on an edge) or in case 3 (on a triangle) as a degeneracy. The triangle case checks for this and transitions to case 4. The edge case always terminates or transitions to case 4. Thus, we can assume we are visiting the vertex in case 4. Case 4 checks to see whether progress can be made from a triangle or an edge; if progress can be made, it transitions to the triangle (case 2) or edge (case 3). Progress will be made in that case, and the attachment point will move. Since the attachment will then be closer to Z than the vertex, the vertex can never be revisited. If no progress can be made from case 4, the algorithm terminates. Thus, vertices can be visited at most twice (once in case 2 or 3, then once in case 4).
Case 3. When case 3 is visited, we are on an edge. If the closest point on the line to Z is in the interior of the edge, the algorithm terminates from this case. If the algorithm does not terminate, one of the endpoints must be closer to Z, and the algorithm visits that endpoint in case 4. At this point, the attachment has moved to the endpoint of the edge, which is closer to Z than any other point on the edge. If the algorithm Algorithm 6 Routines for penalty force between a particle and a rigid body. for all D Y , D Z , · ∈ diff list do Visit in the order they were added to the list 17: 
e 0 ← e, w 0 ← w, X ← Frame Inverse Times(rigid body, Y); Store: e 0 , w 0 , X Algorithm 7 Relaxation routine for contact between two rigid bodies. for all D Y , D Z , · ∈ diff list do Visit in the order they were added to the list 19: At this point, the only case we must consider is when edges are visited in case 2 as the edges of triangles. This is by far the most common case. The three edges of a triangle can be labeled as entering or leaving edges. If the projection of Z into the plane of the triangle lies on the other side of the edge from the interior of the triangle, the edge is a leaving edge. Otherwise it is an entering edge.
When the attachment transitions from case 2, it must do so through a vertex or through a leaving edge. If the attachment point enters through a leaving edge, it immediately transitions to the edge in case 3; this ensures that the edge is never visited again. Since vertices can only be visited a finite number of times, the Algorithm 8 Force routines for penalty force between two rigid bodies. e 0 ← e, w 0 ← w, X ← Frame Inverse Times(i, Y); Store: e 0 , w 0 , X only case that needs to be considered is that one or more triangles are being visited multiple times from entering edges in case 2. Each of these edges is a leaving edge to one adjacent triangle and an entering edge to the other. When an attachment enters through an entering edge and leaves through a leaving edge, the attachment has necessarily moved. Next, consider the accumulation points of the path that attachment traverses if this algorithm does not terminate and is left to run forever. The distance to Z is a monotonically decreasing nonnegative function, so it must converge to some distance. The accumulation points of the attachment path are all at this distance to the point Z. Note that within each triangle, the accumulation points must form a line; since it is not possible for a line to contain points all of the same distance to Z, there cannot be accumulation points in the interiors of the triangles. The same observation excludes them from the interiors of the edges. Thus, the accumulation point must be a single vertex. Thus, after a finite number of steps, the attachment point will be restricted to the triangles and edges adjacent to a single vertex.
The attachment point must visit the triangles in order (since for each triangle the attachment must enter through the entering edge and leave through the leaving edge). Thus, we must have a spiral motion of the attachment point. In the language of differential equations, this motion is a gradient system (the motion is locally gradient descent on distance to Z). Equilibrium points of such systems must be nodes or saddle points; they can never be spirals (See [Dob17] , page 526). The spiral path around the vertex that must exist if the algorithm fails to terminate is therefore impossible. It follows that the algorithm must eventually terminate.
The proof presented is not constructive, and we do not have a proven bound on the number of times that a triangle can be visited. In practice, we only observe primitives to be visited once in any particular state.
